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-who could have contradicted him if he had invented these things, but
as a matter of fact he is confirmed on one of the most important points
by another member of the Academy, Hermodorus. In general, I should
say that Mr. More's treatment of such questions is seriously weakened by
his failure to make clear to himself the nature of the Academy and the
.Lyceum and the relation between them. For instance, he actually
thinks well of Teichmiiller's madcap suggestion that certain passages in.
the Laws are a reply to Aristotle's Ethics. Surely it is certain that the'
course of lectures for which the Ethics formed a basis cannot have been
•delivered till after Plato's death, and as good as certain that it was not
published till after the death of Aristotle himself. On the other hand,
Mr. More will have nothing to say to the Spittles; but, after all, the
Epistles exist, and, if we are going to dismiss them as forgeries, we are
bound to give some plausible account of how they came to be and when.
Prof. Shorey once spoke of a " Philonic or neo-Platonic tendency " in one
of the Epistles,1 but that was an inadvertence, seeing that Cicero had
read the Epistles, which means that they existed long before there were
any Neoplatonists and even before Philo. In fact those who have
argued recently against the genuineness of the Epistles have mostly been
forced to admit that they must have been written by a contemporary of
Plato himself, and this seems a very difficult thesis to maintain. The
main criticism I would make, however, is that a work on Platonism,
especially if it is to be a foundation for a series of studies on its influence
in later days, must itself be founded in a clearer view of the historical
conditions in which Platonism arose and in which it was handed down to
succeeding generations. Apart from that, it will be built on the sand.

JOHN BUESBT.

Studies in the History of Ideas. Edited by the Department of Philosophy
of Columbia University. Vol. I. New York: Columbia University
Press, 1918. Pp. 272.

It is, of course, a common-place that to appreciate any doctrine what-
soever, one needs first of all to determine as precisely as possible what
it meant to its originator. And to do this, we need, as the editors of the
present volume say in their Prefatory Note, to exercise "historical
imagination ". Even in pure mathematics the work of any one great man
can hardly be understood without some such acquaintance with his his-
torical milieu, and in philosophy, where more than anywhere else formula
seem capable of almost unlimited variation in their meaning, such know-
ledge is absolutely indispensable. The task of the contributors to this
volume is thus a very important one, most important, perhaps, in a
country like the United States when the sense of historical continuity
with the whole of past civilisation is perhaps inevitably less vivid than
among the leading peoples of Europe. In the main the volume is there-
fore to be highly commended, even where the essayists do not seem to
be saying anything particularly novel. Even where one of the writers is
explaining what a specialist student will probably know already, it is an
advantage to have historical truths about philosophical ideas summarised
briefly and expressed in a style likely to appeal to the ordinary educated
man of good intelligence. Of oourse it would not be denied that the
value of the exercise of imagination commended by the editors depends
upon the qualification expressed by the adjective " historical".

1 Classical Philology, x. (1915), p. 87.
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Three of the essays. Appearance and Reality in Greek Philosophy, by
M. T. McClure, The Meaning of tjtvtrw in Early Greek Philosophy, by W.
Veazie, and An Impression of •Greek Political Philosophy, by W. T. Bush,
deal with Greek thought. The first two of these do not seem to me to have
any very great value. Mr. McClure's main thesis—one which no one. is
called on to dispute—is that what a philosopher means by "appearance" is
commonly thatpart of reality in which he feels no special interest. Now, it
is argued, in Greek thought there are three main lines of interest, the scien-
tific, the mystical,- and the humanist. We must therefore expect to find
that a given Greek philosopher will decide what is to be degraded to the
level of " appearance " according to his own " temperamental" interest
in science, mysticism, or humanism. Democritus regards sense-qualities
as only "appearance," because he is before all things a man of science,
Plato treats the sensible as "appearance," because he is interested in
mysticism and in conduct, and is indifferent to science, and so on. There
is truth in such a view, but the great difficulty which the essayist over-
looks, is that the most eminent philosophers are so rarely representative
of a single pure " type". Mr. MoClure is reduced to the absurdity of
denying the importance of the scientific interest in the author of the
Timxus, and asserting more than once that Greek soience " culminates "
in Democritus. One wonders whether he has heard of Archimedes or
knows that Democritus—a younger contemporary of Socrates—taught
that the earth is flat. Mr. Veazie writes briefly on the Meaning of tjtio-tt
in Early Greek Philosophy. His objeot ia to controvert Burnet's assertion
that (fiva-it in the early men of soience means " primary body," and to
argue that <f>vmt is " the inner nature or essence of things, their potency,
that in them which has the power of motion in itself". The very Words
seem to be anachronistic; they presuppose Aristotelianism. The author
has the temerity to accuse Burnet of "misquoting" Aristotle, Met.,
1014b, 10, on the strength of his own mistranslation of the passage.
f'rreKTfivttv, used of a vowel, does not of course mean to " accent it, but
to "produce it," "make it long," as Burnet renders. More interesting
and full of good observations is Mr. Bush's impressionist sketch of Greek
political philosophy. He is abundantly warranted in asserting that civic
faction was the curse of the Greek communities, and that the Platonic-
Aristotelian doctrine is meant to provide a cure for the evil. He might
have strengthened his case by a fuller consideration of the economics of
the Republic. But it is hardly historical to look for the bribe-taking
kings of Heslod in the history of Attioa or to assert that " Plato's time
was one of violent party strife in Athens. If " Plato's time " means the
period in which Plato wrote his best-known works, it was one of quiet
and order, the age of Eubulus. I cannot think why Mr. Bush refuses to
admit that Solon was the real founder of Athenian democracy. The
strength of the democracy lav precisely in the power of the popular
dicasteria, and these were Solon's distinctive creation. And, with all
respeot to Prof. Santayana, the statement that " Plato had no physics "
is pure nonsense.

Mr. Coss writes a brief bat sufficient note on Francis Bacon's recogni-
tion of the need for a systematic History of Philosophy. There are no
less than three essays dealing with Hobbes. Prof Dewey's paper on
The Motivation of Hoboes's Political 'Philosophy is exceedingly opportune.
If he should ever meet with a little brochure by the present writer on
Hobbes, he will find that he is not alone in insisting on the points that
Hobbes never meant to represent the moral law as arbitrary, and that
his championship of autocracy is a secondary matter, due to the political
circumstances of his age, as compared with his primary objeot, the secular-
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Motion of political philosophy. Prof. Dewey has illustrated these points
admirably by showing precisely what were the objections raised by
Hobbes's most intelligent contemporary critics, such as Harrington and
Eaohard. Mr. Lord s paper on Hobbes's Attempt to Bast Ethics on
Psychology, and Mr. Balz's essay on The Psychology of Ideas in Hobbes,
-especially the latter, strike me as sound and valuable work.

Mr. .R. B. Owen writes on Truth and Error in Descartes. The one
point to which he is, I think, hardly alive is the important one that the
view of intelligence or understanding as intrinsically infallible, which
leads Descartes to find the source of all intellectual error in the mis-
direction of the will, is no Cartesian novelty, but a standing Scholastio
doctrine, derived ultimately from Greek philosophy. Mr. Owen may find
the same view constantly urged to-day by Neo-Thomists like the able
writers of the RwixtaNto-ScoCastica against the agnosticism and pheno-
menalism of Positivists and Neo-Kantians. Its ultimate source is the
Platonic-Aristotelian doctrine that all things have a tendency towards
their own specific good. The good of the understanding is truth, there-
fore the understandiag naturally tends, towards truth. It is as much a
Thomistic as a Cartesian inference that error only arises when this tend-
ency is opposed from without. Mr. Cooley, in his paper on Spinoza's
Pantheistic Argument is more awake to the impossibility of understanding
the seventeenth-century philosophers without reference to the Neo-
Platonio doctrines they inherited from Christian and Jewish Scholastio-
ism. But I doubt if he is sufficiently acquainted with Neo-Platonism
itself. If he were, ho would hardly call it a iv cat wav doctrine. (The
peculiar accentuation is Mr. Cooley's, not mine.) The One, accord-
ing to Plotinus and Proclus, is just the One; it is emphatically not
wav. Like Plato himself, the Neo-Platonists were quite emphatically
Theists. In fact, the Forms become with them quite subsidiary to God.
The Scholastic doctrine of God, so far as it is not based on appeals to
revelation, is Proclus pure and simple. There are other points on which
I do not find it quite easy to follow Mr. Cooley. Thus the fallacy of
illicit major with which he charges Spinoza on page 178 is, I think, a
creation of his own. Spinoza's premiss is not " everything that can be
limited by another thing of the same nature is finite," but everything
that is finite can be limited, etc." Spinoza is formally entitled to this
simple conversion of his definition just because it is a definition.

The reasoning of Kant's first" Antinomy," referred to on page 179, is
not specifically " Neo-Platonic ". It is Kleatic, and goes back to MoMssus
of Saraos. Another thing I do not understand is the statement on the
same page that " Newton's discovery of universal gravitation " somehow
shows that the universe id limited not from without but by an internal
necessity. If we are to be pedantically accurate, wo must remember that
Newton does not assert the universality of gravitation, but only its ex-
istence usque ad orbetn Saturni. Even if we extend it throughout all
space, it is not clear how Mr. Cooley's corollary can be deduced. He
seems to be regarding gravity, in a very un-Newtonian fashion, as a yuali-
tas occulta. Prof. Woodbridge writes at length on Berkeley's Realism as
" the controlling motive in his philosophy ". His essay strikes me as par-
ticularly admirable, and as definitely establishing its main contention that
the influenco of Locke on Berkeley has been generally both misconceived
and over-rated. I think Prof. Woodbridge fully makes out his poiut
that Berkeley's real object is to vindicate naive realism against the " mathe-
matical philosophers," and that Locke only comes into the argument
because his account of our " ideas " lends some support to the " mathe-
maticians " who substitute a purely geometrical " real world " for that in
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which the plain man believes. And I am equally in sympathy with the
penetrating observation that Berkeley's criticism is that of a man keenly
interested in mathematics, but of a definitely unmathematical mind. The
whole essay is a valuable contribution to the study of one of the most
misunderstood of philosophers. Mr. A. Leroy Jones has a short note on
some coincidences between Thomas Brown's doctrine of beauty and the
Esthetics of Prof. Santayana. The volume closes with two essays con-
cerned with logical questions, The Antinomy and Its Implication* for
Logical Theory, by W. P. Montague, and Old Problems with New Facts
in Recent Logic, by H. T. Costello. Both offer matter for profitable re-
flexion, and both suggest questions upon which I should be glad to dwell
in a few words, but for reasons of space.

A. E. TATLOB.

Tht Economic Anti-Christ: A Study in Social Polity. By W. BLISSABD,
M. A., Rector of Bishopsboume, in the Diocese of Canterbury, author
of The Ethic of Usury and Interest, eto. London: George Allen &
Unwin, Ltd.

The Economic Anti-Christ iB for Mr. Blissard that system of "Economic
Militarism " by whioh this country is dominated just as Germany is by
military Militarism. The book has a philosophical character in so far as it
deals with large questions in a large way. It bases the Ethic which it
recommends, and its exposure of the false Ethic commonly accepted by
modern Society upon a principle. It contains some fine statements of
the fundamental principle of Christian Ethics and some fine interpreta-
tions of Christian Theology in terms of modern thought. The writer, I
note, frankly gives up the popular interpretations of divine Omnipotence
(to which he quite rightly attributes some of the social apathy of the
religious world). His Theodicy, however, turns entirely upon the doc-
trine of Free-will in the sense of extreme Indeterminism. But the book
contains little theoretical discussion, whether metaphysical, ethical or
economic. In the main it is a practical appeal—an appeal especially to
the Church—to recognise that what is wrong with itself, ana with, the
world which it hopes to save, is not so much individual wrong-doing as a
fundamentally unjust social order. The Anti-Christ is in fact Capitalism,
and the book is an appeal to the Church not to put its strength into de-
nouncing particular sins such as drunkenness and sexual immorality, but
to recognise that "the real national sin is that of faulty organisation," to
use its influence to get it altered, and as a step thereto to set its own
economic house in order.

Considered from a practical point of view the hook is impressive. I
for one should not be disposed to dispute Mr. Blissard's general ethical
principles, or his condemnation of the system under which the owners of
capital absorb so large a part of the national income which they, qua
capitalists, and in most cases hereditary capitalists, have contributed
nothing to earn. Yet, even considered as a practical appeal, the book
loses by its failure to recognise the other side of the question. Mr.
Blissard falls into the common sodalwtio fallacy of dividing society into
two sharply opposed sections—the exploiters and the exploited, the
oppressing and the oppressed, the idle and the workers. It is quite true-
tnat the capitalist, if he has enough capital, need not do any work, but it
is a mistake to talk as if the great majority of those who own some
capital, habitually did no work, or, on the other hand, to ignore the fact
that vast masses of capital are in part owned by men who are individually
by no means rich or by societies of men who are in every sense of the-
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